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【Purpose】We have been using IVC temporary filter type (IVCF) mainly for acute 

pulmonary thromboembolism (APTE) of primary and secondary prevention in our institution, 
but there were problems such as infection or fixed condition matter.  On the other hand, we 
had been trying to avoid permanent implantation as much as possible because to avoid 
complication which induced by long-term implantation or in a case to resume 
anticoagulation therapy by residual blood clots disappearance, that was also reported from 
PREPIC Study.  We have experienced successful extraction case after 174 days 
implantation of ALN filter last year, so ideally we think the best filter is to be able to extract 
even if long-term implantation period.  As a result, we examined comparison study about 
our using extractable IVCF in our facility for presence and recurrence rate of pulmonary 
embolism, implantation period, extraction rate, time of extraction fluoroscope usage, 
complications.   
 
 

【Subject】Out of 116 cases which patients were implanted IVCF because of acute phase of 

venous thrombosis from 1999 to 2010, total of 31 cases of implanted extractable IVCF after 
2006, (ALN (Group A, 16 cases)), (OptEase (Group O, 11 cases)), (Gunther Tulip (Group G, 
4 cases)).   
 
 

【Result】Male: 13 cases; Female: 18 cases; Mean age: 61 years old.  APTE complications 

were occurred for 18 cases, there was no recurrence after implantation, and there was no 
filter migration.  There were Penetrations for Group A: 2 cases and Group G: 1 case, and 
there were Tilting and capture of clot for Group O: 1 case.  Permanent implantation usage 
is Group A: 1 case, Group O: 6 cases.  Group A, there was 1 case to transfer from 
temporary use to permanent use because of remaining clots at the time of extraction, and 
there was 1 mortality case because of another disease after implantation, so planned 
extraction cases were 20 cases and there was no unsuccessful extraction cases within 
these cases.  (except 2 cases that are planned to extract after February)  Term of 
implantation (median) is Group A: 16 days; Group O: 11 days; Group G: 14 days, and there 
was a tendency that Group A has longer term.  Time of extraction fluoroscope procedure 
(median) is Group A; 10.3 minutes; Group O; 11.3 minutes; Group G; 20.6 minutes.   
 
 

【Conclusion】We observed that ALN filter has high extraction rate and shorter extraction 

procedure.   

In addition, there is a possibility to extract after long term implantation.  We should have 

further discussion about longer extraction period after implantation for extractable IVCF.   

 


